WELCOME TO CGS
CUSTOMER GROUND SERVICE AG
Your personal airport services specialist

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL

The CGS Management Team at a glance (from left)
Andreas Berchtold (Director Operations), Perry Jenning (Chairman of the Board),
Thomas Brodbeck (Managing Director), Simonetta Lötscher (CFO/Director HR)

Keeping what works well – seeking what could work even better
How does a medium-sized family company manage not just to survive for some 50
years in the dynamic aviation world but to repeat its business success time and time
again? What is it that is leading more and more customers to put their trust in the
services of CGS? And how has the company positioned itself so well and for so long
in such a competitive market environment?
The key to CGS’s success is being genuinely interested in its customers and their
concerns. Listening actively to what they say. Personally addressing their individual
wants and needs – not just on paper, but with concrete proposals that deliver tangible
results. And making those proposals always new and different, and always sound and
constructive, too.
To do all this you need not just the right employees. You also need a strongly customer-focused culture, great discipline and a lot of professionalism. At CGS we are well
aware what a vital role all our teams play on the customer front line. Because how
you deal with people is the secret of any collaborative success.
We aim to remain a reliable partner and a personal airport services specialist that
provides genuine added value for our customers and their passengers. And we aim to
do so as independently and flexibly as ever, so that you can continue to turn to CGS
for all your airport services needs.
We look forward to a successful collaboration.

Thomas Brodbeck, Managing Director, CGS Switzerland
on behalf of all our employees and our management team

OUR STRENGTHS – YOUR BENEFITS

Focus on quality, focus on the customer:
Whether it’s for short-term tasks or a full outsourcing package

Why you should work with us
CGS is the leading neutral and independent airport services specialist offering individualized service solutions. In addition to our attractive value for money, there are
so many more reasons for choosing CGS for your airport services needs:
- small teams and simple processes for rapid action-taking
- substantial pricing benefits through our lean structures and keen cost awareness
- high productivity thanks to our specialist knowledge and proven expertise
- excellent contacts and long-standing relations with all airport partners
- dedicated and versatile staff who can be flexibly deployed for full synergic effect
- reliable provision of temporary services all the way to full outsourcing
- sophisticated services that are subjected to regular quality controls
- our openness to innovative solutions, including new business development ideas.

At CGS every customer has a vital part to play
CGS is pleased with and proud of its many long-standing business relationships.
We view them as a particular sign of the trust our customers place in us. But we also
regard these constructive collaborations as a constant commitment to further optimizing the services we provide.
Here is a selection of the many customers who have long been appreciating our
services, our values and our business philosophy:

FACTS & FIGURES AT A GLANCE

Teamwork at the airport:
CGS’s partners appreciate the value of smooth and seamless processes

Numbers aren’t everything, but they do show how soundly and broadly
CGS is established:
3

locations in Switzerland: in Zurich, Basel and Geneva

12

travel agencies and tour operators use our ticketing services

23

reputed international airlines have put their trust in us

25

press publications are delivered to our customers’ aircraft

37

magazine titles are available at departure gates

40

languages are spoken within our ranks

500
4’500

employees work for our company
groups are entrusted to us every year

13’700

flights are supervised each year by our Duty Station Managers

48’000

tickets are issued annually by our ticket desk

215’000

hours are worked annually for various aviation companies by our CGS loan staff

280’000

special assistances (wheelchairs, children, older travellers, etc.) are handled every year

330’000

guests a year are looked after by our lounge personnel

400’000

baggage items a year are handled by our team
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OUR SERVICES

Check-in/Supervision/Representation
With its independence and its neutrality, CGS is ideally
positioned and
equipped to provide
its customer airlines
with professional
operational support.

Ticketing
Booking air travel
should be simpler
again: quick, easy,
direct and inexpensive, too! With CGS,
you fly and we look
after the rest – via
www.ticketpoint.ch
or through our ticketing specialists at
our airport desks.

Lounge services
Our friendly CGS
personnel can
staff our customer
airlines’ airport
lounges from A to Z,
to ensure that their
premium passengers are constantly
and consistently
in the very best of
hands.

Airport assistance
CGS is both highly
skilled and widely
experienced in
meeting passenger
needs. Our concierge service is
available to both
individual travellers
and passenger
groups.

Baggage services
Whether it’s for arrivals or departures,
and be it for groups
or individuals, our
quick and helpful
porters are always
ready to assist upon
request.

Special assistance
For those with limited mobility, unaccompanied minors
or inexperienced
travellers, CGS and
its staff are happy to
assist and accompany all the way to (or
from) the aircraft.

Newspaper services
We supply several
reputed airlines
with a wide range of
press publications –
for their flights, at
the gates, in dispensers or in their
airport lounges.

Cabin cleaning
Several airlines
entrust ensuring
the spotlessness of
their aircraft cabins
to CGS, too. Clean
and tidy cabins and
toilets are the top
priority here – and
all delivered within
the always tight time
schedules!

Temporary staff
With their high
flexibility, their multiple skills and their
wide-ranging expertise, our CGS teams
can take on all kinds
of temporary airport
tasks – for the season, the day or even
just a few hours.

Quality surveys
Our staff are
well able to test,
benchmark, analyze
and support all our
customers’ various
procedures (with live
online-tools) to help
ensure that their
passengers always
enjoy all the services
agreed.

ANTICIPATING NEW TRENDS AND TECHNOLOGIES

An innovator by instinct:
CGS is always open to new ideas and applications

Why CGS is and will remain the airport partner for you
Major changes are happening throughout the aviation world. Did you know that over 75%
of air travellers now check themselves in and hand in their own registered baggage?
That immigration control is totally automated through facial recognition technology?
Or that all gate boarding procedures will soon be effected using barcode readers?
CGS is constantly working on new technologies, to continue to give its customers the
smoothest and securest airport processes – in the right place, at the right time, with
the best resources and with a maximum focus on the customer and their passengers.
Automation and digitalization can be seen at all airports today, and more and more
passengers are enjoying their various benefits. CGS is open to all dynamic change,
and is constantly developing new ideas and opportunities together with its partners.
These include:
- employee rostering using the latest technologies
- utilizing all communications platforms, including social media
- prompt and transparent online quality monitoring and reporting
- its own ticketpoint.ch flight reservations office for last-minute bookings
- new work models, especially for ad-hoc assignments
- automated training facilities for swift knowledge transfer
- many further innovations in collaboration with selected specialists

WE’RE HERE FOR YOU. AND WE’LL BE DELIGHTED TO HEAR FROM YOU.

CGS Customer Ground Service Zurich AG
P.O. Box 37
CH-8058 Zurich Airport
Phone: +41 43 816 67 08
Email: a.berchtold@cgs-ltd.com

CGS Customer Ground Service Basel AG
P.O. Box 22
CH-4030 Basel
Phone: +41 61 325 49 15
Email: r.baer@cgs-ltd.com

CGS Customer Ground Service Geneva SA
P.O. Box 206
CH-1215 Geneva 15
Phone: +41 22 717 85 76
Email: r.engesser@cgs-ltd.com

For further information please visit:
www.cgs-ltd.com

